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Agenda 

• Specification update timeline

• Review of the ‘One Multifamily’ framework

– Goals and concept

• Looking back on updates from last year

• Proposed key changes for HERS path

• Reference Design 

• In-unit checklist items

• Common area measures

• Next steps
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Timeline

First Comment Period

• Webinar mid-November and comments through mid-

December

Second Comment Period

• RESNET presentation and webinar late 

February/March 

Goal

• Final specification available end of 2018

• Transition to new specification end of 2019
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Recap from Last Year
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ENERGY STAR Multifamily Programs

Residential: Has guidelines that apply to new or gut rehab:

• Single Family Homes (detached and attached)

• Factory Built Homes (manufactured and modular)

• Low Rise Multifamily Residential Buildings

• Mid and High Rise Multifamily Residential Buildings

– Covers buildings previously ineligible for ESCH

– Launched in June 2011

Certified Homes

MFHR
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Eligibility
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Complex, rigid line, with 
significant programmatic 
differences causes:

• Confusion/Frustration 

• Inconsistency with 
code/incentive program 
eligibilities

• Designing to program, 
instead of what’s best for 
the building

• Requirements not optimized 
for project
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Goals for the New Concept

• Appropriate eligibility

• Technical requirements are governed by building features

• Common areas addressed

• Flexibility for participants and program administrators

• Well-defined verifier requirements

– Including multifamily training 

• Market-based oversight
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One Multifamily Framework
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New Premise

• Delineation between SF and MF

• Consistent specification for multifamily (any height)
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Residential New 
Construction

Single Family

Certified 

Homes 

Multifamily

Certified 

‘Apartments’



Mandatory 

Features

Testing and 

Verification

Performance 

Target

Key Components to Program Requirements 
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• HERS target

• ASHRAE model

• Prescriptive 



Multifamily Updates

• Eligibility Update
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ENERGY STAR Multifamily Program Decision Tree*

OR

Yes
*As of January 2017



ENERGY STAR Multifamily Program Decision Tree*
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*As of February 2017

www.energystar.gov/mfhr/eligibility



Multifamily Updates

• Eligibility Update

• RESNET Multifamily Sub-Committee

– Goal: HERS ratings for all multifamily

– Updated ANSI/RESNET/ICC 301 to apply to all dwelling units (and 

sleeping units) in any height building and to accommodate MF 

units/systems better

• Currently under internal review by RESNET’s SDC300

• Out for public comment in January and will also be presented at 

RESNET Conference in February

• Target: publication by January 2019

– ANSI 380 will soon have a specific BD test section for attached units
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Proposed Updates
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Mandatory 

Features

Testing and 

Verification

Performance 

Target

Key Components Common to Both Programs
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• HERS target

• ASHRAE model

• Prescriptive Path



Reference Design Updates
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• Based on 3.1

– Still determining whether to create a 3.0 

version

• Current modeling is similar or slightly more 

stringent than current 3.1

– Multifamily modeling changes may alter score

– Relax infiltration and use a 

compartmentalization metric 

– Focus on hot water energy use

Performance 
Target



Checklist Item Update Summary
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• Adjust text and requirements to better fit MF

• Expand to include requirements related to 
central heating, cooling, ventilation, and hot 
water systems

• Adopt requirements from MFHR that focus on 
reducing hot water energy use

• Expand to common areas

Mandatory 
Features



Example: Section 4 Air Sealing
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Add doors to the corridor



Items Removed/Relaxed

HVAC

• Duct leakage to outdoors test not required

• Unit-level HVAC load allowed instead of room-by-

room

• Manual D for duct design is not required

• Licensed professionals also allowed to fill out HVAC-C 

checklist, but then checklist must be collected
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Example: Section 6 Duct Quality Installation
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Items Removed/Relaxed

HVAC

• Duct leakage to outdoors test not required

• Unit-level HVAC load allowed instead of room-by-
room

• Manual D for duct design is not required

• Licensed professionals allowed to fill out HVAC-C 
checklist, but then checklist must be collected

Envelope

• Additional multifamily slab edge exemption details

• Remove some field checklist air-sealing details
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Example: Section 4 Air Sealing
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Add doors to the corridor



Items Adjusted

• Naturally drafted equipment no longer allowed inside 

pressure boundary in CZ 1-3

• Undercut doors cannot be the only method used for 

room pressure balancing, but allowance is increased 

to 5Pa

• Reduced duct leakage threshold for non-ducted 

returns

• R-3 continuous insulation or SIPs, ICFs etc. for CZ 3-

8 (no advanced framing option)

– No requirement for CZ 1-2
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Example: Section 3.4 Thermal Bridging 

• Remove 3.4.3 option

• 3.4.1 is ≥ R-3 for all climates

• CZ 1-2 is exempt
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Items Adopted from MFHR

• Compartmentalization test

• Central exhaust ventilation duct riser leakage test

• Hydronic distribution req’ts & visual inspection

• Test delivery temperature of faucets and showerheads

• Common area requirements (includes garages)
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Example: Section 4 Air Sealing
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4.X Compartmentalization 

Rater-measured compartmentalization is no greater than 0.30 CFM50 per square feet of 

dwelling unit enclosure area, following procedures in ANSI 380. 

Add doors to the corridor



Common Area Requirements – In-Field

• Visual Inspections - Pre-drywall

– Same inspections as unit

• Visual Inspections - Final

– Same inspections as unit

– Lighting controls and lighting power density calc.

– Freeze protection and snow-melt temp controls

• Performance Tests/Commissioning

– Mostly same as unit, but blower door and duct 

leakage tests not req’d
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Common Area Efficiency – Prescriptive/HERS

• Meets Reference Design 

– Insulation

– Fenestration

– Heating and cooling efficiency

– Lighting

– WaterSense bathroom faucets and showerheads

– ENERGY STAR Appliances
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Technical Issues Under Review 

• Common area prescriptive efficiency levels

• Garage heating

• Central exhaust riser duct leakage metric
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ASHRAE and Prescriptive Path Updates
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• Verifier and oversight requirements will 

be specified

– Performance Testing

– Visual Inspections

– Modeling

– HVAC commissioning 

• New application for oversight 

organization

Testing & 
Verification 

and Oversight



Policy Issues Under Review 

• Process

– Documentation

– Reporting

– Labeling

• Verification/Oversight 

– ASHRAE and Prescriptive Paths

• Training Requirements

• Program Alignment 

– ENERGY STAR Existing Buildings

– Green Building Programs 

• Designed to Earn the ENERGY STAR
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Key Benefits

• Technical requirements governed by building features

– More appropriate requirements 

– Option for consistent requirements for campus properties

– Eligibility is less of a barrier

• Common areas are addressed for all MF projects increases 
savings

• Different performance target options provide more flexibility for 
participants and program administrators

– Some paths may align better with other programs
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Key Benefits

• Improved verification and oversight 

– Roles and requirements for verifiers more clearly defined than 
current MFHR program

– Market-based oversight

• Opportunity for multifamily technical training

– MF ENERGY STAR training for developers and raters

– Additional market-based training 

• Rater training for new RESNET standard

• Modeling training from new oversight organization
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Next Steps 

Feedback while in Chicago

• Discussion now and during lunch

• MF meetup during reception Tuesday evening

• MFHR meeting Wednesday 9-12

Additional feedback opportunities

• Webinar mid-November 

• Full specification ready for comment ~March

Specification adoption

• Final specification available end of 2018

• Transition to new specification end of 2019
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Discussion

Rebecca Hudson

Hudson.Rebecca@epa.gov

mfhr@energystar.gov
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